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PROBLEM-BASED LEARNING IN ESL CLASSROOM  

 

 Problem-based learning (PBL) is a learner-centered approach 

introduced almost 50 years ago. Its origin comes from information 

processing theory, which suggests that learning is more effective when 

learners are motivated to restructure their previous knowledge based on 

additional information from a realistic context and by reflecting about 

recently acquired knowledge. This methodology considers the content of 

the curriculum, the way learning is processed and empowers the student on 

learning process. 

 Problem-based learning for English language learners is a successful 

approach to learning that is highly beneficial in addressing the rapid 

technological changes, challenging global economic markets, and evolving 

workplace requirements. PBL has the advantage of involving all learners in 

collaborative activities that provide immediate feedback and reinforce 

linguistic and content discovery. 

Recent research reviews indicate that problem-based learning can 

lead to long-term learning outcomes, whereas traditional instruction leads 

to slightly better performance on short-term learning as measured on 

standardized tests [3-5]. Problem-based learning is particularly effective in 

increasing engagement and reducing the achievement gap among English 

language learners. 

Many works have described the process of problem-based learning 

from the perspective of students. This process generally includes four main 

steps:  

1) being introduced to the problem;  

2) exploring what they know and do not know about the problem; 

3) generating possible solutions to the problem; 

4) considering the consequences of each solution and selecting the 

most viable solution [2; 3; 6].  

Robert Delisle distinguishes the following steps in organizing the 

problem-based learning process for ESL students:  

 connecting with the problem. For the PBL unit to be effective, 

students should feel that the problem is important and worth their time and 

attention. The teacher selects or designs problems that are connected to 

things students care about in their daily lives. This connection can be made 

through a pre-reading or discussion, which introduces the topic in a 

concrete fashion; 



 setting up the structure. The next step is to create the structure for 

working through the problem. It provides a framework on which students 

can build their project. It ensures that students’ work has a proper 

foundation and that none of the essential elements is neglected);  

 visiting the problem. Once the teacher has explained how they 

are going to proceed, she/he asks someone to reread the problem statement. 

She/he focuses on having students generate ideas for how to solve the 

problem; 

 revisiting the problem. After they complete their independent 

work, students reassemble as a class and revisit the problem. The teacher 

first has each student or group report on their work. At the same time the 

teacher assesses the resources students used, their use of time, and the 

overall effectiveness of their action plan; 

 producing a product or performance. Each problem concludes 

with a student product or performance. This can range from writing a letter 

to the editor to making a presentation. The product or performance is 

designed to enable the teacher to evaluate both content objectives and 

mastery of selected skills. The product lends a sense of purpose to the 

entire PBL assignment. Students go through the process and research their 

questions to have material for their product;  

 evaluating performance and the problem. At the end of the unit, 

the teacher encourages students to evaluate their own performance, their 

group’s performance, and the quality of the problem itself. Initially this 

may present students with some difficulties, so the teacher may wish to 

provide them with a self-evaluation form [1]. 

While teaching  English as a second language PBL transforms the 

discussion group into a wholesome learning environment in which students 

get naturally motivated to apply and activate their speaking skills as well as 

the grammar-vocabulary background. 

Summing everything up, we can claim that what makes problem-

based learning unique is its core focus on learning through solving real, 

open-ended problems to which there are no fixed solutions. 
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